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It's a little bigger than I need. I guess I have a small to medium sized Bible. But even though it's too

big for just my Bible, I have found that I can put extra pens, paper, and my cell phone inside to go

into church or study group not carry my purse all the time. It still zips just fine with extra items in it

and doesn't stress the zipper.It's very well constructed and the "leather" (it's vinyl), is nice to the

touch. The green is the shade you see in the picture.The dark color is dark brown, like espresso.

The scripture and butterflies are embossed very nicely into the top. The zipper pull has a cross on it.

That was a nice surprise. The zipper isn't super heavy duty, but of medium duty. It has two pens

holder straps inside.One reviewer said the handle eventually tore on them, so I am going to limit

how much weight I carry in it, just in case. But so far it seems to wear very well. It looks as though

it's a much more expensive case.Overall, I am very pleased.

I like the color a lot and the butterflies which I why I selected this cover over a more girly option - I'm

not into pink and bling.This is the correct size per the sizing chart, yet it really feels too big for my

bible which is 9.5 x 6.5 x 1.7. It feels too wide like the bible isn't held in snugly.Additionally because

it's not snug it makes the cover not fit well and not look smooth. My bible is too tall for a medium

cover of this style. This is my biggest peeve with the cover. If it still was smooth because of

something like cardboard between the cloth and to support the bible so it doesn't feel like the sides

might fall out - I would like it more.The pleather doesn't feel like leather or look like leather - there

are better imitation leathers out there and that is what I was expecting from the picture. It's got a

cheap, thin feel to it. But as above if it looked smooth on my bible it wouldn't bother me.I haven't

decided if I will keep this or not.I did order a genuine leather cover to keep my main bible in, and I

may keep this one for my back-up bible.I'm planning on looking in person at covers and I will return

it if I find one I like better.

We got this cover for our daughter for Christmas. It is already ripping at the handle. A friend of hers

with the same cover has already thrown hers in the trash for the same reason.It's a shame because

it's really a beautiful bible cover and the perfect size for herÂ The ESV Study Bible. Perhaps the

weight is too much - it's a great Bible but it is thick. I would not have thought that the cover would be

ripping from carrying a Bible that easily fits inside of it.

This is a beautiful bible cover I just love it. However the issue with the bible cover was the size of

the bible cover.It was for a solider/friend that was retiring. I bought it with the soliders bible. However



it was much too large to cover the bible. It was so nice I decided to keep it.I tried again to get

another small to medium bible cover for the soliders bible. I ordered a second one and was told it

was a medium but again the bible cover that I was told was medium was not. It was the same size

as the other one, which was too large. I did not send it back either. I just hope he has a bible to fit

the cover. It messed up the presentation, but I hope he liked both bible and case anyway.I gave the

first one that I purchased, to my husband who uses it and loves it. Its not the item its the size.When

you do searches in  you don't always get what you are trying to get. Therein lies the problem with

online purchasing (seeing the item and touching). You have to go back and forth way too much! If

you are looking for a nice large bible cover its great!!!

I actually had to send this back because it did not fit quite right on my Bible. But I have the big

hardback Study NASB Study Bible. It's rather large. The cover itself is really pretty and well made

so though it did not work for me, I cannot find fault 5 Stars it is!

I bought this for a friends Christmas gift. Since she was not going to be here for the holiday she got

it early. This was very nice and the construction of the cover was of the highest quality. The size

was just right both of us were pleased with the purchase, me as the buyer and her as the reciever. I

wondered how the leather might be as compared to the cloth cover that I have. The leather was soft

and conforming yet durable. I am pleased with this!

I get so many complements on this! And I love the inscription on the cover too! The zipper pull is

silver with an engraved cross on it, really fun and adorable. And the pockets to hold your Bible in

place are extra wide, so it'll work for small and big Bibles too! Definitely get this!

I purchased this lovely cover for a dear friend and she just loves it and uses it everyday. It is a very

stable material that will surely last for a lifetime. She even teases me telling me "my bible cover is

BETTER than yours". I think she is so cute and I'm glad I purchased it for her.
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